
Screwdrivers

Extra Durable (Black Point)
The Wera Black Point tip and a refined 
hardening process guarantee a long service life 
and increased corrosion protection.

Hex Plus Profile
The problem with hexagon socket screws 
is the easily “rounded” screw recess. This 
is caused by the sharp edges of the tool 
pressing against the inside of the screw 
profile. Gradual wear eventually grinds 
and destroys the head of the screw. Wera’s 
Hex-Plus tools provide more contact 
surface inside the screw profile, which 
reduces the notching effect and ultimately 
the deformation of the screw. Hex-Plus 
tools can also transfer up to  
20% more TORQUE.

Kraftform Ergonomics
The Kraftform handle has been 
designed to fit snugly in your hand, 
making blisters and calluses a thing 
of the past even after long-term 
use. The hard materials used for the 
handle promote fast grip adjustments 
and prevent the skin from sticking 
to the handle. The softer, anti-slip 
zones facilitate zero-loss transfer of 
high forces. This is an unbeatable 
combination! Work is done with a flick 
of the wrist!
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Laser Tip
Laser treatment creates a microrough 
surface on the tip of the blade. The 
drive end literally bites into the head of 
the screw. The advantages: less slipping, 
fewer scratches, higher torque transfer 
and less screwdriving effort.

Anti-Rolloff
The hexagonal non-
roll feature prevents 
any rolling away at 
the workplace.

Handle Markings
Handle markings include a screw 
symbol and the size of the tip to 
help you find the right screwdriver 
in your tool bag or at the 
workplace.
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Chisel Screwdrivers
Chisel screwdrivers are the tools for the 
job when regular screwdrivers are not 
quite enough. The hexagonal blade goes 
through the handle to an impact cap 
with integral 1/4 inch square socket. This 
model is suitable for fastening, chiseling, 
and loosening seized screws.

Chisel Screwdrivers
Part Number Description Price

05018283055 Wera chisel screwdriver set. 6 pieces. Wall mount rack included. 
Manufacturer part number 018283. $;11h!:

05017040055 Wera Phillips chisel screwdriver, #1 x 90mm (3.54 inch) long blade. 
Manufacturer part number 017040. $11h_:

05017041055 Wera Phillips chisel screwdriver, #2 x 113mm (4.45 inch) long blade. 
Manufacturer part number 017041. $11h#:

05018300055
Wera flat (slotted) chisel screwdriver, 0.8 mm (0.03 inch) thick x 4.5 
mm (0.18 inch) wide x 100mm (3.94 inch) long blade. Manufacturer 

part number 018300,
$11h?:

05018301055
Wera flat (slotted) chisel screwdriver, 1.0 mm (0.04 inch) thick x 5.5 
mm (0.22 inch) wide x 103mm (4.06 inch) long blade. Manufacturer 

part number 018301.
$;11h,:

05018302055
Wera flat (slotted) chisel screwdriver, 1.2 mm (0.05 inch) thick x 

7mm (0.28 inch) wide x 100mm (3.94 inch) long blade. Manufacturer 
part number 018302.

$-11i2:
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CAP

05018283055 Contents
Phillips PH1, PH2

Slotted 3.5, 4.5, 5.5, 7.0 
mm

Pound through blade
A hexagonal blade made out of 
high-quality bit material extends 

right through the handle - thereby 
ensuring full transfer of force, even 

when struck with a hammer. The 
ductile tempered material prevents 

the blade from splintering or 
breaking.

Hexagon bolster
Greater torque can be transferred by 
fitting an open-jaw or ring spanner 

over the integrated hex bolster.

Impact cap with integrated square 
socket

An integrated impact cap lengthens 
the service life and reduces the 

danger of splintering. Nevertheless, 
always wear protective goggles. And 

the 1/4-inch square socket allows 
the connection of a T-handle or a 
ratchet for applying higher torque.
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